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To all whom it may concern.

Be it known that I, FRANZ WVELZ, manufac
turer, a subject of the Emperor of Austria

vitreous mass, the latter will assume a red

orange color, the shades of which,ranging from

orange-red to orange-yellow,will depend upon

4.0

Hungary, residing at Klostergrab, in the the proportion of cadmium sulphide used with
Province of Bohemia, in the Empire of Aus the selenium, the color changing from orange
tria-Hungary, have invented certain new and red to orange-yellow as the proportion of cad
useful Improvements in the Manufacture of mium sulphide is increased relatively to the
Rose or Orange Stained Glass; and I do here selenium used. In order to distinguish this 45
by declare the following to be a full, clear, and product, I have called it “creme-orange ” or
in exact description of the invention, such as “ orange-cream.” It is obvious that the pro
will enable others skilled in the art to which portions of these substances to be incorpo
rated with the molten vitreous mass cannot
it appertains to make and use the same.
My invention hasrelalion to the manufac well be given, for the reason that these will
ture of colored glass; and has for its object greatly vary, according to the depth of color
the provision of means whereby a permanent to be given to the ?nal product.
The molten vitreous mass, colored as de
color may be imparted to the glass without re

heating or staining by dipping the ?nished scribed, can be worked at once into any de
sired article, and does not require either re 55
article into glass containing gold salts.
The invention relates more particularly to heating or staining, the color being also per
20

the manufacture of colored glass the tint of
which varies from a rose to an orange or

manent.

.

Having thus described my invention, what

orange-red color; and it consists, essentially, I claim as new therein, and desire to secure by
in the admixture with the molten glass of se
lenium or of selenium and cadmium sulphide;
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herein-described
1. In the manufacture
process,ofwhich
coloredconsists
glass, iii
25 If selenium alone is added and incorporated
with the molten glass, the latter assumes a mixing selenium with molten glass, as set
rose color, the depth of which can be varied forth.
2. In the manufacture of colored glass, the
by varying the proportion of selenium. On
the other hand, the proportion of selenium herein-described process, which consists in
for a given depth of color will depend upon mixing selenium and cadmium sulphide with
‘
the composition of the vitreous mass, which molten glass, as set forth.
In testimony whereof I affix my signature in
composition di?ers for the various grades of
presence of two witnesses.
glass.
FRANZ WELZ.
To distinguish the rose-colored product, I
WVitnesses:
35 have called it “ creme-rose ” or “rose-cream.”
If cadmium sulphide is combined with the
ADOLPHE FISCHER,
ANTON T. KILTz.
selenium and the mixture added to the molten
s
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